1. Drive fork into fork pockets as far as they will go (approx. 30”). **NOTE:** The Snobucket is designed for forks of 60”L or less.

2. Wrap Security Chain around carriage and attach back onto itself.

3. Route Release Cord back to operator area of forklift taking care to keep clear of obstacles that could hinder operation.

4. Hang Pull Handle in convenient location leaving enough slack in Release Cord to guard against accidental activation.

5. Position the Snobucket so that just the front edge is touching the ground. Drive around to scoop snow.

6. When full, position the Snobucket where you want to dump the snow and pull the Pull Handle to dump the bucket.

7. Hang the Pull handle back in its location, move the Snobucket to a clear spot and lower it to the ground. This will rotate the bucket back to its horizontal position and latch it into place. Verify that the bucket has latched back in its horizontal position.